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Overview

✤ Scale and Victims

✤ Red October Initial Infection 

✤ Technical details

✤ Reincarnation as Cloud Atlas

✤ Prevention



Scale

✤ High level cyber espionage campaign

✤ Second most complicated malware in history as of 
2013

✤ Infiltrated networks around the world
✤ 39+ countries
✤ Hundreds of high profile victims



Scale Cont.



8 Main Groups of Victims

✤ Government

✤ Embassies and diplomatic agencies

✤ Universities and research firms

✤ Commercial organizations

✤ Nuclear energy labs

✤ Oil and gas companies

✤ Aerospace institutions

✤ Military 



Goal

✤ Steal classified information

✤ Obtain geopolitical intelligence

✤ Backed by nation states?

✤ Sell info on black markets?



2007-2013

✤ Active for 5+ years

✤ Discovered in late 2012 by Russian cyber security 
research firm Kaspersky Labs and partners
✤ Noted possible attribution to Russian-speaking attackers

✤ Ended in January 2013 after Kaspersky Labs published 
findings in late 2012



Red October: 
Initial Infection

✤ Spear Phishing - directed at a specific target or 
organization based on known information

✤ Utilized known Microsoft Office, PDF, and Java 
vulnerabilities

✤ CVE-2009-3129, CVE-2010-3333, CVE-2012-0158

✤ Java ~ Rhino exploit (CVE-2011-3544)

✤ Code from original exploit by Chinese hackers



Example Spear Phish file



Infection

✤ After opening malicious file, victim’s machine 
is infected using a malware dropper

✤ Main component is installed and 
communication with command and control 
server is established through backdoor module

✤ Encrypted communication between victim 
machine and C&C server

✤ More than 60 different domains hardcoded in 
malware code to communicate with C&C 
servers

✤ Malware contains components that infect 
machines on the same local network without 
the initial phishing attack



Infection

✤ Malware assigns each machine its own unique ID
✤ This allows attackers to learn specific information about the user 

and tailor their attacks

✤ Malware installs PDF and Office plugins that allow attackers to 
regain communication with a machine even if the malware has been 
uninstalled



Command and Control

✤ Kaspersky attempted to locate the command and control server

✤ The domains were pointing to IP addresses that ended up just being proxies
✤ Requests forwarded over port 40080 using socat tool: relay for bidirectional data transfer

✤ Confirmed 10 different proxy servers, pointing to 3 different “mini-motherships”



Command and Control

✤ Requesting the index page of the “mini-motherships” 
returns the following:

• Requesting the HTTP “HEAD” of each server reveals that the “Last 
Modified” date is exactly the same, indicating that these servers are 
probably proxies themselves



✤ Kaspersky was unable to determine if these “mini-motherships” 
were the actual end points or if they were proxies themselves



Modules

✤ Entirely modular

✤ Consists of several categories:
✤ Recon
✤ Password
✤ Email
✤ USB Drive
✤ Keyboard
✤ Persistence
✤ Spreading
✤ Mobile
✤ Exfiltration



Cloud Atlas

✤ Red October operation was shut down in 2013 after Kaspersky 
announcement. 

✤ Network of C&Cs was dismantled.

✤ Highly complex operations such as this don’t just disappear, however:

✤ In August 2014, Kaspersky discovered the Cloud Atlas malware when 
it found a very familiar spear phish file: DiplomaticCarSale.doc

✤ This same file was used in the Red October operation.

✤ Researchers believe the same group may be behind both campaigns, 
based on similarities in tactics, tools and targets.



C&C 
Infrastructure

✤ The attackers use accounts at Swedish 
cloud provider CloudMe to 
communicate with compromised 
machines.  

✤ Attackers upload data to this account, 
which is then downloaded by the 
implant, decrypted, and interpreted.

✤ The malicious files were uploaded by 
the malware and contain various 
things, such as system information, 
running processes and current 
username.



Similarities with Red October

✤ Rely on a similar construct:

✤ Share the same LZMA (lossless) compression 
algorithm, which is used to compress the logs and 
to decompress the decrypted payload from the C&C 
servers

✤ Compiled using the same version of Visual Studio 
and same build number, using a very similar project 
configuration.



Similarities with Red October

✤ Same primary target nations:

✤ Russia, Kazakhstan, India, Czech Republic

✤ Both Red October and CloudAtlas have targeted the 
same victims. Not just the same organizations, but 
some of the same machines. In one case, a machine 
was attacked twice in the last two years, once by Red 
October and once by CloudAtlas.



Similarities with Red October



Prevention

✤ Update Microsoft Office, Windows OS, PDF Software, 
and Java version.

✤ Be more aware of the types of emails that are opened 
and the attachments that are downloaded.
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